


cancelled on the system.    provided me with an example of one case where a customer
was withdrawing £80 from his POCA. The customer keyed in his PIN and the withdrawal was
authorised on the system. The transaction then went into the sales stack.   then cleared
the transaction by pressing the ‘fast cash’ icon on the system and handed the customer the £80 plus
the receipt. She realised that there was a problem when she looked at the customers receipt and
noted that the transaction had been cancelled.   has warned her staff to check the
receipts and another member of staff has encountered a similar problem – POCA withdrawal settled
to ‘fast cash’ resulted in the transaction being cancelled.   informed me that she’d had
new pin-pads installed at the branch approximately 2 weeks ago and the problem appears to have
resolved itself. I have asked her to forward onto me details of the respective transaction and I will
then forward this onto the Horizon Helpdesk for further investigation.
 
Post Office Security
 
The e-mail below plus attached document is forwarded for your information please. As you will see
from  e-mail below,    (Subpmr,   has concerns that
transactions that have been inputted onto Horizon are being cancelled by the system itself and this is
resulting in losses at the branch.   has been advised to contact the Horizon Helpdesk
(NBSC) and raise her concerns over the transaction cancellations that are apparently taking place at
the branch. I have copied you into this e-mail as   (Security Manager) conducted an
investigation (  into a number of unauthorised transaction reversals which had
taken place at the branch in the spring/summer of 2011.  findings were as follows:-
 
NFA. No proof of criminal activity.   was helping run the branch while SPMR was on
sick but would appear he did not have the experience to do this and the work load was too much for
him. Spoke to Contracts manager and was agreed that he speak to the SPMR and issue a written
warning ensuring controls are put in place regarding reversals and a different manager is appointed
while she is off. Transactions corrections have been issued.  I will keep you up-dated on any
developments.
 

 
Please note that I’ve up-dated the Horizon issues spreadsheet on Sharepoint with details of this case.
 

 
I spoke with   (Agent Contract Deployment Manager North) yesterday regarding the
above concerns raised by   Subpmr,   and  suggested that I
should copy you both into this e-mail. Apologies if this information is not pertinent to you – If not, I
would be grateful if you could please advise who I should be sending the e-mail to? Many thanks for
your help.
 
CAT
 
Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC).
Many thanks.
 
Kind Regards
 

Agent Contract Advisor
Mobex 
 

From:   
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  
Subject: Regarding  
 
Hi  I have spoken with this SPMR today   she is claiming that she is having an









subsequently spoke with the NBSC Helpline today and they do have a call logged from  
on  but could find no details of any earlier call made in mid August 2012.
 
According to   the problem at the branch revolved around POCA withdrawals being
cancelled on the system.    provided me with an example of one case where a customer
was withdrawing £80 from his POCA. The customer keyed in his PIN and the withdrawal was
authorised on the system. The transaction then went into the sales stack.   then cleared
the transaction by pressing the ‘fast cash’ icon on the system and handed the customer the £80 plus
the receipt. She realised that there was a problem when she looked at the customers receipt and
noted that the transaction had been cancelled.   has warned her staff to check the
receipts and another member of staff has encountered a similar problem – POCA withdrawal settled
to ‘fast cash’ resulted in the transaction being cancelled.   informed me that she’d had
new pin-pads installed at the branch approximately 2 weeks ago and the problem appears to have
resolved itself. I have asked her to forward onto me details of the respective transaction and I will
then forward this onto the Horizon Helpdesk for further investigation.
 
Post Office Security
 
The e-mail below plus attached document is forwarded for your information please. As you will see
from  e-mail below,    (Subpmr,   has concerns that
transactions that have been inputted onto Horizon are being cancelled by the system itself and this is
resulting in losses at the branch.   has been advised to contact the Horizon Helpdesk
(NBSC) and raise her concerns over the transaction cancellations that are apparently taking place at
the branch. I have copied you into this e-mail as   (Security Manager) conducted an
investigation (  into a number of unauthorised transaction reversals which had
taken place at the branch in the spring/summer of 2011.  findings were as follows:-
 
NFA. No proof of criminal activity.   was helping run the branch while SPMR was on
sick but would appear he did not have the experience to do this and the work load was too much for
him. Spoke to Contracts manager and was agreed that he speak to the SPMR and issue a written
warning ensuring controls are put in place regarding reversals and a different manager is appointed
while she is off. Transactions corrections have been issued.  I will keep you up-dated on any
developments.
 

 
Please note that I’ve up-dated the Horizon issues spreadsheet on Sharepoint with details of this case.
 

 
I spoke with   (Agent Contract Deployment Manager North) yesterday regarding the
above concerns raised by   Subpmr,   and  suggested that I
should copy you both into this e-mail. Apologies if this information is not pertinent to you – If not, I
would be grateful if you could please advise who I should be sending the e-mail to? Many thanks for
your help.
 
CAT
 
Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC).
Many thanks.
 
Kind Regards
 

Agent Contract Advisor
Mobex 
 

From:   
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  













 

 

I spoke with   (Agent Contract Deployment Manager North) yesterday
regarding the above concerns raised by   Subpmr,  
and  suggested that I should copy you both into this e-mail. Apologies if this
information is not pertinent to you – If not, I would be grateful if you could please
advise who I should be sending the e-mail to? Many thanks for your help.

 

CAT

 

Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N
England EFC). Many thanks.

 

Kind Regards

 

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

 

From:   
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  
Subject: Regarding  

 

Hi  I have spoken with this SPMR today   she is claiming that she is
having an awful amount of losses caused by Horizon terminal Canceling certain payments
and she is being left with the loss.

 

While I rang them they also were having issues with the Pin Pad in the office and I am just
wondering if they are either doing something wrong on horizon which is cancelling the



























 

Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC). Many thanks.

 

Kind Regards

 

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

 

From:   
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  
Subject: Regarding  

 

Hi  I have spoken with this SPMR today   she is claiming that she is having an awful amount of losses
caused by Horizon terminal Canceling certain payments and she is being left with the loss.

 

While I rang them they also were having issues with the Pin Pad in the office and I am just wondering if they are either
doing something wrong on horizon which is cancelling the payments OR there is actually something wrong with the kit ?

 

I did ask them to raise it on the helpdesk and I said I would drop the contract advisor a email (which according to our
spreadsheet ) is you.

 

Like I say don’t know if it’s the users or if they got something wrong with the kit and not sure what the helpline have told
them

 

If you need to call me you know where I am

 

 

Regards

 

  

Current Agent Debt

Post Office Ltd

No 1 Future Walk
2nd Floor West 
Chesterfield
S49 1PF













































please advise who I should be sending the e-mail to? Many thanks for your help.

 

CAT

 

Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC). Many thanks.

 

Kind Regards

 

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

 

From:   
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  
Subject: Regarding  

 

Hi  I have spoken with this SPMR today   she is claiming that she is having an awful amount of losses
caused by Horizon terminal Canceling certain payments and she is being left with the loss.

 

While I rang them they also were having issues with the Pin Pad in the office and I am just wondering if they are either
doing something wrong on horizon which is cancelling the payments OR there is actually something wrong with the kit ?

 

I did ask them to raise it on the helpdesk and I said I would drop the contract advisor a email (which according to our
spreadsheet ) is you.

 

Like I say don’t know if it’s the users or if they got something wrong with the kit and not sure what the helpline have told
them

 

If you need to call me you know where I am

 

 

Regards

 

  

Current Agent Debt

Post Office Ltd















withdrawal settled to ‘fast cash’ resulted in the transaction being cancelled.   informed me that she’d had new pin-
pads installed at the branch approximately 2 weeks ago and the problem appears to have resolved itself. I have asked her to
forward onto me details of the respective transaction and I will then forward this onto the Horizon Helpdesk for further
investigation.

 

Post Office Security

 

The e-mail below plus attached document is forwarded for your information please. As you will see from  e-mail below,
   (Subpmr,   has concerns that transactions that have been inputted onto Horizon are

being cancelled by the system itself and this is resulting in losses at the branch.   has been advised to contact the
Horizon Helpdesk (NBSC) and raise her concerns over the transaction cancellations that are apparently taking place at the
branch. I have copied you into this e-mail as   (Security Manager) conducted an investigation 
into a number of unauthorised transaction reversals which had taken place at the branch in the spring/summer of 2011.

 findings were as follows:-

 

NFA. No proof of criminal activity.   was helping run the branch while SPMR was on sick but would appear he did
not have the experience to do this and the work load was too much for him. Spoke to Contracts manager and was agreed that
he speak to the SPMR and issue a written warning ensuring controls are put in place regarding reversals and a different
manager is appointed while she is off. Transactions corrections have been issued.  I will keep you up-dated on any
developments.

 

 

Please note that I’ve up-dated the Horizon issues spreadsheet on Sharepoint with details of this case.

 

 

I spoke with   (Agent Contract Deployment Manager North) yesterday regarding the above concerns raised by 
 Subpmr,   and  suggested that I should copy you both into this e-mail. Apologies if this

information is not pertinent to you – If not, I would be grateful if you could please advise who I should be sending the e-mail to?
Many thanks for your help.

 

CAT

 

Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC). Many thanks.

 

Kind Regards

 

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

 

From   
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  
Subject: Regarding  

 

Hi  I have spoken with this SPMR today   she is claiming that she is having an awful amount of losses caused by Horizon
terminal Canceling certain payments and she is being left with the loss.

 





































From:  
To:  
Cc:    
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns
Date: 14 September 2012 08:04:26

Happy that it is checked but I think there needs to be a review of the procedure for Clerks to hand the receipt back to the
customer face down without looking at it.  As  points out, "In this instance, the clerk would check the transaction
amount in the basket (and on the receipt)" this is part of the conformation process.  I understand that for DPA reasons this
has been denied to the counter clerk in an attempt to prevent fraud, but to be honest, this will not stop a motivated 'rogue'
Colleague and if we are that concerned then the Balance should be removed from the receipt and left to the written
statement, even though it is more less frequent.

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security
Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ
_________________________________________________________________
È               [Mobex                                                     
š              

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________
-----Original Message-----
From:  
Sent: 13 September 2012 17:18
To:  
Cc:      
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

You will see below that your original email has initiated quite a bit of dialogue. I've only scan read this on web mail but in
essence,  is saying that it's more than likely that this is a case of the clerk paying out on the request from the customer
and "assumed" success of the transaction, when it's probable that the transaction failed for whatever reason.

 goes on to say that if "an authorised transaction was written to the basket with a zero value this would cause a
reconciliation error".

I hope that the dialogue below provides some comfort that it's likely a branch error rather than system.

Not sure of the message back to the spmr or from who it should come, but I suggest that Network be consulted.

Regards

 
Information Security Consultant

________________________________________
From:  
Sent: 13 September 2012 11:36
To:  
Cc:    
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

Thanks 







Confidential Information:
This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information.
Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient please contact
me by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.

From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 16:39
To:  
Cc:      
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

Thanks 

Although only for “withdraw limit” transactions, there was a change for POca with the introduction of the new PIN Pads on
the back of a long-standing recommendation of mine to minimise the possibility that customers will end up with more than
they expect and to minimise counter fraud by involving the customer in the transaction . The following is copied from the
project presentation:

“POCA Withdraw All – Change to process. The value of the withdrawal will be displayed on the Pin Pad screen and
customer must confirm before the clerk can proceed with the transaction”

I don’t believe that this change would have an effect one way or the other. You seem to be intimating though that this issue
was prior to the PIN pad change in this branch. It’s a shame that the model office has not retained one of the old PIN pads
in that not all branches have migrated yet so it’s difficult to replicate if the kit is different

We need to be mindful that by implication here that the spmr is expressing a concern over the functionality of Horizon and
as we should all be aware, there is ongoing legal action by some spmr’s, so suggest you take advice in terms of messages
back to the branch concerned

Regards

 
Information Security Consultant
Mob: 

From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 14:12
To:  
Cc:      
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

I have just spoken to the SPMR whilst trying to replicate the error in the Model Office; it should be noted she has been
working in the PO for the past  and her staff are equally experienced.  She alleges, the ‘zero withdraw’ transaction
has happened on 3 known occasions and there doesn’t appear to be trigger to why this has occurred as the SPMR and clerks
have processed the transaction as normal.  I was unable to replicate the issue as the Model Office have the new CHIP/PIN
pads – the SPMR migrated on  since then the ‘error’ has not reoccurred.

  *   Did the POca transactional software change in the PIN Pad replacement project?
  *   Why does the customers receipt print, suggesting the transaction is complete, before the counter clerk has pressed the
‘Fast Cash’ button? I’m wondering if there is a potential for mistake, should the counter clerk be able to accidentally cancel
the transaction on Horizon after the receipt has been given to the customer (face down for DPA reasons) and issue the cash
without noticing the error.

In an effort to understand the scale of the problem, I have requested a Credence search of all POca transactions “CA CASH
WDL” is equal to “£0.00” for the Branch and if possible widen the search to others.  I’ll keep you updated…

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security



Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ
 [Mobex 

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________
________________________________
From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 10:59
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

I’ve been down to the Model Office and have been unable to replicate the 2nd £0.00 withdrawal via the Branch provided
narrative – the transaction is complete once the receipt is produced and before the clerk has a chance to press the ‘Fast
Cash’ option; in addition, Horizon forces any withdrawal to be £0.01- £99000. The only way we managed to get this is if
the customer withdraws their card after entering their PIN and before the ‘Remove Card’ banner is displayed.  Should this
happen the £0.00 receipt is produced and the counter clerk gets an onscreen warning “The transaction has been cancelled
by the customer by withdrawing the card too early”.  I will speak with the Branch.  Wait out

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security
Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ

 [Mobex 

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________
________________________________
From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 10:45
To:    
Cc:    
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

Hi 

Will you keep me up to speed on this please, and note that I’ve copied   in that  is Design Authority for
Horizon, and should be aware of the implication in the email below that there are “horizon concerns”.

 note that this wen to Duty Manager two days ago, and although it is entitled “horizon concerns” it is specific to
POca so I believe that we should have been copied

Regards

 
Information Security Consultant
Mob: 

From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 09:48
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns
Importance: High

We have an interesting report from a Branch highlighting what they believe to be a potential error in the POca processing



software – have you got a POca card that I can use in the Model Office to test this through?

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security
Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ

 [Mobex 

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________
________________________________
From:  
Sent: 11 September 2012 09:49
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

 – can you investigate this?  One for your model office visit tomorrow!

 
Senior Security Manager
Commercial Security
Post Office Ltd
____________________________________________________________________________________
[Description: Grapevine]È      [Mobex   ]
È      (
š              mailto
š              mailto

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
____________________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _________________

From:   On Behalf Of Post Office Security
Sent: 11 September 2012 09:28
To:  
Cc:  M Owen
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

Please see below, I am not sure if this is something that you would deal with or be interested in, but if not in your remit,
please could you advise.

---------------------- Forwarded by  e/POSTOFFICE on 11/09/2012 09:20:01 ---------------------------

[Inactive hide details for   

 

10/09/2012 14:22

To: Duty Manager < mailto
cc:  e/POSTOFFICE, Contract Admin Team
< mailto   e/POSTOFFICE,
Post Office Security



<Post_Office_Security% mailto:Post_Office_Security%
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

Duty Manager

I’m writing further to the e-mails below regarding   (  As can be seen, the Subpostmistress, 
  has raised her concerns that a number of POCA transactions that have been processed on the Horizon

system appear to have been cancelled by the system itself and this has resulted in losses at the branch.   has
now provided some documentary evidence in support of her claims and this is attached for your information.  I would be
very grateful if you could please investigate the concerns raised by   Many thanks in anticipation of your help.

Regards

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

________________________________

From  
Sent: 07 September 2012 15:04
To: Duty Manager
Cc:  
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

I’m no longer responsible for Incident mgt or service continuity but our Duty Manger team are. I’m sure that they will get
involved if it’s appropriate to do so.

Regards,

 

IT & Change

Network Transformation Change Manager

 [cid

Dearne House, Cortonwood Drive, Brampton, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S73 0UF

 [cid





plus the receipt. She realised that there was a problem when she looked at the customers receipt and noted that the
transaction had been cancelled.   has warned her staff to check the receipts and another member of staff has
encountered a similar problem – POCA withdrawal settled to ‘fast cash’ resulted in the transaction being cancelled. 

 informed me that she’d had new pin-pads installed at the branch approximately 2 weeks ago and the problem
appears to have resolved itself. I have asked her to forward onto me details of the respective transaction and I will then
forward this onto the Horizon Helpdesk for further investigation.

Post Office Security

The e-mail below plus attached document is forwarded for your information please. As you will see from  e-mail
below,    (Subpmr,   has concerns that transactions that have been inputted onto
Horizon are being cancelled by the system itself and this is resulting in losses at the branch.   has been advised
to contact the Horizon Helpdesk (NBSC) and raise her concerns over the transaction cancellations that are apparently
taking place at the branch. I have copied you into this e-mail as   (Security Manager) conducted an
investigation (  into a number of unauthorised transaction reversals which had taken place at the branch
in the spring/summer of 2011.  findings were as follows:-

NFA. No proof of criminal activity.   was helping run the branch while SPMR was on sick but would
appear he did not have the experience to do this and the work load was too much for him. Spoke to Contracts manager and
was agreed that he speak to the SPMR and issue a written warning ensuring controls are put in place regarding reversals
and a different manager is appointed while she is off. Transactions corrections have been issued.  I will keep you up-dated
on any developments.

Please note that I’ve up-dated the Horizon issues spreadsheet on Sharepoint with details of this case.

I spoke with   (Agent Contract Deployment Manager North) yesterday regarding the above concerns raised by
  Subpmr,   and  suggested that I should copy you both into this e-mail. Apologies if

this information is not pertinent to you – If not, I would be grateful if you could please advise who I should be sending the
e-mail to? Many thanks for your help.

CAT

Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC). Many thanks.

Kind Regards

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 













From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 16:39
To:  
Cc:      
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

Thanks 

Although only for “withdraw limit” transactions, there was a change for POca with the introduction of the new PIN Pads on
the back of a long-standing recommendation of mine to minimise the possibility that customers will end up with more than
they expect and to minimise counter fraud by involving the customer in the transaction . The following is copied from the
project presentation:

“POCA Withdraw All – Change to process. The value of the withdrawal will be displayed on the Pin Pad screen and
customer must confirm before the clerk can proceed with the transaction”

I don’t believe that this change would have an effect one way or the other. You seem to be intimating though that this issue
was prior to the PIN pad change in this branch. It’s a shame that the model office has not retained one of the old PIN pads
in that not all branches have migrated yet so it’s difficult to replicate if the kit is different

We need to be mindful that by implication here that the spmr is expressing a concern over the functionality of Horizon and
as we should all be aware, there is ongoing legal action by some spmr’s, so suggest you take advice in terms of messages
back to the branch concerned

Regards

 
Information Security Consultant
Mob: 

From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 14:12
To:  
Cc:      
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

I have just spoken to the SPMR whilst trying to replicate the error in the Model Office; it should be noted she has been
working in the PO for the past  and her staff are equally experienced.  She alleges, the ‘zero withdraw’ transaction
has happened on 3 known occasions and there doesn’t appear to be trigger to why this has occurred as the SPMR and clerks
have processed the transaction as normal.  I was unable to replicate the issue as the Model Office have the new CHIP/PIN
pads – the SPMR migrated on  since then the ‘error’ has not reoccurred.

  *   Did the POca transactional software change in the PIN Pad replacement project?
  *   Why does the customers receipt print, suggesting the transaction is complete, before the counter clerk has pressed the
‘Fast Cash’ button? I’m wondering if there is a potential for mistake, should the counter clerk be able to accidentally cancel
the transaction on Horizon after the receipt has been given to the customer (face down for DPA reasons) and issue the cash
without noticing the error.

In an effort to understand the scale of the problem, I have requested a Credence search of all POca transactions “CA CASH
WDL” is equal to “£0.00” for the Branch and if possible widen the search to others.  I’ll keep you updated…

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ

 [Mobex 

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain confidential
and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________



________________________________
From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 10:59
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

I’ve been down to the Model Office and have been unable to replicate the 2nd £0.00 withdrawal via the Branch provided
narrative – the transaction is complete once the receipt is produced and before the clerk has a chance to press the ‘Fast
Cash’ option; in addition, Horizon forces any withdrawal to be £0.01- £99000. The only way we managed to get this is if
the customer withdraws their card after entering their PIN and before the ‘Remove Card’ banner is displayed.  Should this
happen the £0.00 receipt is produced and the counter clerk gets an onscreen warning “The transaction has been cancelled
by the customer by withdrawing the card too early”.  I will speak with the Branch.  Wait out

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ

 [Mobex 

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain confidential
and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________
________________________________
From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 10:45
To:    
Cc:    
Subject: RE:    - Horizon Concerns

Hi 

Will you keep me up to speed on this please, and note that I’ve copied   in that  is Design Authority for
Horizon, and should be aware of the implication in the email below that there are “horizon concerns”.

 note that this wen to Duty Manager two days ago, and although it is entitled “horizon concerns” it is specific to
POca so I believe that we should have been copied

Regards

 
Information Security Consultant
Mob: 

From:  
Sent: 12 September 2012 09:48
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns
Importance: High

We have an interesting report from a Branch highlighting what they believe to be a potential error in the POca processing
software – have you got a POca card that I can use in the Model Office to test this through?

Regards,

 
Security Programme Manager I Commercial Security Post Office Ltd, 148 Old Street, London EC1V 9HQ

 [Mobex 



Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain confidential
and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
___________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _______________
________________________________
From:  
Sent: 11 September 2012 09:49
To:  
Cc:  
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

 – can you investigate this?  One for your model office visit tomorrow!

 
Senior Security Manager
Commercial Security
Post Office Ltd
____________________________________________________________________________________
[Description: Grapevine]È      [Mobex   ]
È      (
š              mailto
š              mailto

Confidential Information: This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient (s) and may contain confidential
and privileged information.  Any unauthorised review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact me by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
____________________ Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail  _________________

From:   On Behalf Of Post Office Security
Sent: 11 September 2012 09:28
To:  
Cc:  M Owen
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

Please see below, I am not sure if this is something that you would deal with or be interested in, but if not in your remit,
please could you advise.

---------------------- Forwarded by  e/POSTOFFICE on 11/09/2012 09:20:01 ---------------------------

[Inactive hide details for   

 

10/09/2012 14:22

To: Duty Manager < mailto
cc:  e/POSTOFFICE, Contract Admin Team
< mailto   e/POSTOFFICE,
Post Office Security
<Post_Office_Security% mailto:Post_Office_Security%
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

Duty Manager



I’m writing further to the e-mails below regarding   (  As can be seen, the Subpostmistress, 
  has raised her concerns that a number of POCA transactions that have been processed on the Horizon

system appear to have been cancelled by the system itself and this has resulted in losses at the branch.   has
now provided some documentary evidence in support of her claims and this is attached for your information.  I would be
very grateful if you could please investigate the concerns raised by   Many thanks in anticipation of your help.

Regards

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

________________________________

From  
Sent: 07 September 2012 15:04
To: Duty Manager
Cc:  
Subject: FW:    - Horizon Concerns

I’m no longer responsible for Incident mgt or service continuity but our Duty Manger team are. I’m sure that they will get
involved if it’s appropriate to do so.

Regards,

 

IT & Change

Network Transformation Change Manager

 [cid

Dearne House, Cortonwood Drive, Brampton, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S73 0UF

 [cid

 [cid

 or 

 [cid





Post Office Security

The e-mail below plus attached document is forwarded for your information please. As you will see from  e-mail
below,    (Subpmr,   has concerns that transactions that have been inputted onto
Horizon are being cancelled by the system itself and this is resulting in losses at the branch.   has been advised
to contact the Horizon Helpdesk (NBSC) and raise her concerns over the transaction cancellations that are apparently
taking place at the branch. I have copied you into this e-mail as   (Security Manager) conducted an
investigation (  into a number of unauthorised transaction reversals which had taken place at the branch
in the spring/summer of 2011.  findings were as follows:-

NFA. No proof of criminal activity.   was helping run the branch while SPMR was on sick but would
appear he did not have the experience to do this and the work load was too much for him. Spoke to Contracts manager and
was agreed that he speak to the SPMR and issue a written warning ensuring controls are put in place regarding reversals
and a different manager is appointed while she is off. Transactions corrections have been issued.  I will keep you up-dated
on any developments.

Please note that I’ve up-dated the Horizon issues spreadsheet on Sharepoint with details of this case.

I spoke with   (Agent Contract Deployment Manager North) yesterday regarding the above concerns raised by
  Subpmr,   and  suggested that I should copy you both into this e-mail. Apologies if

this information is not pertinent to you – If not, I would be grateful if you could please advise who I should be sending the
e-mail to? Many thanks for your help.

CAT

Can you please add this e-mail to the EFC for   (Commercial N England EFC). Many thanks.

Kind Regards

Agent Contract Advisor

Mobex 

________________________________

From  
Sent: 05 September 2012 16:22
To:  
Subject: Regarding  


























































